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Abstract
With the increasing amount of accessible textual information via the internet, it seems necessary to have a summarization
system that can generate a summary of information for user demands. Since a long time ago, summarization has been
considered by natural language processing researchers. Today, with improvement in processing power and the development of
computational tools, efforts to improve the performance of the summarization system is continued, especially with utilizing
more powerful learning algorithms such as deep learning method. In this paper, a novel multi-lingual multi-document
summarization system is proposed that works based on deep learning techniques, and it is amongst the first Persian
summarization system by use of deep learning. The proposed system ranks the sentences based on some predefined features
and by using a deep artificial neural network. A comprehensive study about the effect of different features was also done to
achieve the best possible features combination. The performance of the proposed system is evaluated on the standard baseline
datasets in Persian and English. The result of evaluations demonstrates the effectiveness and success of the proposed
summarization system in both languages. It can be said that the proposed method has achieve the state of the art performance
in Persian and English.

Keywords: Artificial Neural Networks; Deep Learning; Text Summarization; Multi-Documents; Natural Language
Processing

1 Introduction
Nowadays, with the advances in science and
technology, there is explosive growth in the amount of
available data. As a result, it is useful to have desired
information in smaller volumes but with maximum
coverage of the original document. Text summarization by
humans has some advantages such as accuracy, coverage,
and cohesiveness, but it is a time consuming and
expensive process. On the other hand, summarizing huge
documents is really hard for a human. Mostly the internet
provides people’s information, and it contains a rich
amount of textual data. As a result, automatic
summarization systems could lead us to save our time and
efforts, even if they could not perform as well as a human
in generating a summary.
Generally, the goal of automatic text summarization
is compressing a text into a shorter version with preserving
its main aspects. Text summarization leads us to use more
* Corresponding Author:

resources in a faster and more efficient way. An ideal
summary should contain important aspects of one or more
documents with a minimize redundancy [1].
Text Summarization can be categorized in different
ways; one way refers to how a summary is organized in
terms of shapes and forms. So, in this case, a summary can
be abstractive or extractive. In the extractive method, the
significant sentences of the document are determined, and
without any modification, they are placed in summary. In
abstractive summarization, a conceptual summary of the
document is produced and the original form of sentences
may change. Abstractive summarization is similar to the
human summarization technique [1]. Another way of
classifying summarization methods is based on the number
of documents involved in summary, so the summarization
task is divided into single-document and multi-document
summarization. In single document summarization, only
one document is used to create a summary, but in multidocument summarization, several documents with the
same topic area construct the input of the summarization
system.
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One of the main challenges in summarization task is
how to determine the most important sentences while
summary covered all significant aspects of the document
and of course, without redundancy. As a result, the
document has to be preprocessed and the features which
represent the importance of sentences have to be exploited.
The preprocessing and feature extraction phases play an
important role in achieving the best result. In extractive
summarization, sentences form some vectors called feature
vectors. Each vector contains some features that show the
importance of a sentence based on various perspectives. A
feature vector has N elements that each of them has a
numerical value. The importance of sentences could be
determined according to the values of the feature vectors.
One
of
the
well-known
multi-document
summarization systems is called MEAD [2]. MEAD was
developed in two versions at the University of Michigan in
2000 and 2001. It uses a clustering method for
summarization. Gistsumm is an extractive summarizer
which is composed of three parts: segmentation, sentence
scoring, and extract function [3]. Gistsumm scores
sentences based on keywords. Keywords are determined
according to the frequency of words. Sentences with the
highest scores describes the main point of context more
efficiently. The other sentences are chosen based on
relevance to the important sentences or entire content of
the text.
The earliest work on Persian text summarization is a
single document extractive summarizer called Farsisum
[4], it is an online summarizer, and it is developed based
on Swedish summarizing project called Swesum.
FarsiSum summarizes the Persian news documents in
Unicode format. In another study, a Persian single
document summarizer was designed, which uses the
graph-based method and lexical chains [5], as ranking
metrics it uses sentences similarity, the similarity of the
sentence with user query, title similarity, and existing of
demonstrative pronouns in the sentence. As a summary,
the sentences with higher rank are selected. In [6], a multidocument multi-lingual automatic summarization system
is proposed, which is based on singular value
decomposition (SVD) and hierarchical clustering. In
another system, fuzzy logic was utilized to produce a
summary. In this system, some textual features such as
Mean-TF-ISF, sentence length, sentence position,
similarity to the title, similarity to keywords are assumed
as inputs of the fuzzy system [7].
Since 2006, deep learning has persuaded lots of
machine learning researchers to study and work on
different aspects of it. In recent years, deep learning has
influenced a vast amount of researches on signal and
information processing. Deep learning uses artificial
neural networks. The upper layers of the network are
defined based on the outputs of the lower layers. One of
the most important researches in deep learning was
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published in 2009 and declared that hierarchal learning
and extracting features directly from raw input data are
some of deep learning characteristics [8]. Hinton et al.,
provided an overview of recent successes in using deep
neural networks for acoustic modeling in speech
recognition [9]. It is shown that deep neural networks use
data more efficiently; therefore, they do not require as
much data to attain the same performance of other
common methods.
The result of using deep learning in speech
recognition and image processing were sounds promising,
which convinced natural language processing researchers
to apply deep learning in Natural Language Processing
(NLP) tasks. In 2011, a unified deep learning-based
architecture for NLP was introduced, which is able to
solve different NLP tasks such as name entity recognition,
part of speech tagging, semantic role labeling, and
chunking [10,11], the architecture avoids task-specific
engineering as much as possible and rely on great amount
of unlabeled data sets to discover internal representations
which are applicable for all mentioned tasks. In [12], deep
learning was applied in language modeling, and it was
shown that word error rate and perplexity were decreased
compared with conventional n-gram Language Models
(LMs). In another study, a multi-document summarization
framework was proposed based on deep learning that its
feature vector contains the frequency of predefined
dictionary within the documents, the framework used the
deep network for developing summarizer [13]. In the first
layer, the network attempts to omit unnecessary words;
then, keywords are distinguished among remained words;
sentences that contain keywords are extracted as candidate
sentences. Finally, a summary is generated from candidate
sentences via dynamic programming.
In [14], some methods are presented for extractive
query-oriented single-document summarization using a
deep auto-encoder to measure a feature space from the
term-frequency and provides extractive summaries, gained
by sentence ranking. The advantage of their approach is
that the auto-encoder produces a concept vectors for a
sentence from a bag-of-words input. The obtained concept
vectors are so affluent that cosine similarity is adequate as
the means of query-oriented sentence ranking. In [15], an
extensive summarization approach was presented, which
works based on neural networks. The neural network was
trained by extracting ten features, including word vector
embedding from the training set. For summarization, the
multi-layer perceptron is applied to predict the probability
of each sentence belongs to a specific class. Sentences
with higher probability have a higher chance of appearing
in summary. In [16], an approach was introduced for
extractive single-document summarization, which applies
a combination of Restricted Boltzmann Machine (RBM)
and fuzzy logic to choose important sentences from the
document. The set of sentence position, sentence length,
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numerical token, and Term Frequency/Inverse Sentence
Frequency (TF-ISF) is their feature vector. It is shown that
the results produced by their method give better evaluation
parameters in comparison with the standard RBM method.
Considering the achievements of deep learning, in
this paper, a new summarization system is introduced,
which is a multi-lingual multi-document summarizer, and
it was evaluated on Persian and English documents, which
achieved the state of the art results. The task of sentence
extracting is based on the scores that the network assigned
to each sentence. The proposed deep neural network has
nine layers. In the input layer, sentence features including
Term Frequency/Inverse Document Frequency (TF/IDF),
title similarity, sentence position, and Part Of Speech
tagging (POS) are fed to the network. After the training
phase, the network is able to score sentences based on
feature vectors. In the end, sentences are sorted by their
scores, and top sentences are chosen for a summary.
The remainder of this paper is organized as follows.
Section 2 introduces deep learning briefly, and section 3
describes the proposed method by investigating the
preprocessing phase, extracting features vector, the
network topology, and scoring sentences by deep learning.
Section 4 presents experiments and results on both Persian
and English standard data sets. Finally, the paper is closed
with a conclusion in section 5.

2 Deep Learning
Data processing mechanism by human-like hearing
and sight somehow shows the need of deep architecture
extracting complicated structures of input data. For
example, the human sight system uses a hierarchal
structure for comprehending picture; it takes features like
color, position, and direction as inputs and makes a
judgment about the picture [8].
Training deep networks are complicated and difficult.
The methods which are used for training shallow artificial
neural networks do not work efficiently in deep networks.
This issue can be solved by using a method known as
unsupervised layer-wise pre-training. More precisely, in a
deep learning structure, each layer is assumed independent
from the others, as soon as each layer is trained, the next
layer starts training by obtained input data from the
previous layer. In the end, there is a fine-tuning phase on
the entire deep network [17].
RBM and autoencoders are two common models in
deep learning. RBM is a model for representing data
probability distribution. By providing a set of training data
in order to train RBM, the network adjust its parameters to
find out the best probability distribution of data. RBM can
be stacked to form a network, that called Deep Belief
Network (DBN). The idea of DBN is that the output of
each RBM serves as the inputs of the next RBM.

Therefore, by stacking RBMs, the network will be able to
learn new features from previous features [18].
The Input layer of an autoencoder is the same as its output
layer. This kind of network mostly is used to feature
learning by encoding inputs data. Autoencoders provide a
way to extract features without using tagged data. An
autoencoder has an input layer that represents network
input data (for example, pixels of a picture). Also,
autoencoders have one or more hidden layers that indicate
modified features, and it has an output layer, just like its
input layer [19].

3 Proposed Method
For developing a text summarizer, some steps should
be fulfilled to achieve a better result. First of all, the input
text is preprocessed to gain a standard and less ambiguous
form of the text. For showing the importance of the
sentence, some metrics are described as features. Our
proposed method uses deep learning for ranking sentences
based on their features. To the best of our knowledge, it is
the first time of utilizing deep learning in Persian text
summarizer. Although the proposed summarizer is multilingual and it is evaluated in English as well.
In this section, the proposed summarization system
(we call it DeepSumm) is explained in more detail.
Preprocessing of the text, constructing feature vector,
network topology, and sentence scoring task will be also
covered.

3-1

preprocessing

Preprocessing input text is one of the basic steps in
text summarization. First, the text should be normalized.
Normalization refers to transforming the text into a
canonical form. Sometimes a word has several dictations
but the same meaning, so this sort of words should be
normalized and transformed to a standard form that
machine would be able to recognize them. For example, in
Persian, one way to construct plural nouns is concatenation
“hâ | ”هاat the end of the noun word. There are three
different ways to use “hâ | ”هاbased on blank space
between the word and “hâ |”ها, but all of them are correct
and depend on the writer. In normalization, one of these
three forms is determined as standard, and all the other
forms are converted to standard form.
In the next step, the text should be segmented into
sentences and words. The border of words and sentences
are identified. For example, some symbols like “∙” (if it is
not surrounded with numbers) or newline character
indicates the end of sentences. Blank space and comma
indicate the borders of words. Also, in the preprocessing
phase, words are stemmed, and the stop words are
eliminated.
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3-2

Constructing feature vector

∑

In order to train DeepSumm, seven types of features
were defined. In the most of the summarization tasks,
these features are frequently used. The set of features
includes frequency of words, title similarity, sentence
position, part of speech tag, sentence stop words, sentence
pronouns, and sentence length. Each sentence of the
document has a feature vector that is constructed by the
features mentioned earlier. Although after several
experiments, it is shown that all of these seven features are
not suitable for our summarization system and four of
them lead us to the best result. The best four features are
including TF/IDF frequency, title similarity, sentence
position, and POS score. We will elaborate on the process
of choosing the set of four features in more details in
section 4-1.
3.2.1

)

(

(1)

)

t, D, and d refer to the word, all documents in the corpus,
and the current document, respectively. “
” is
the number of documents that contain the word t.
In equation 2, TF(t,d) shows the frequency of the
word t in document d. The TF/IDF of a word is obtained
by multiplying TF and IDF of the word. For each sentence,
the average of its word TF/IDF is assumed as the sentence
TF/IDF.

⁄

(

)

(3)

Title similarity feature

The number of similar words between a sentence and
the title of the document is normalized by the title length.
The result is the value of the title similarity feature for the
corresponding sentence. The title similarity feature is
computed after preprocessing of the sentence and the title.
Equation 4 shows the title similarity computation method.
By normalizing the number of similarities with title length,
the effect of title length is considerate on the result,
because if the document has a long title, counting the
number of similarities is not sufficient enough.

Frequency feature

In this paper, TF/IDF is used to measure the
frequency of each word of sentences. A weight is assigned
to each word based on its frequency within the document.
This system shows how important each word is. The
frequency of a word in a document is shown by TF(t,d),
and the final weight is obtained by association of IDF. IDF
means inverse document frequency, and it determines the
frequency of the word in other documents. Does IDF
indicate whether the word is common in all documents or
not? Equation 1 shows how IDF is computed:

(

3.2.2

⁄

(

)

(

)

(

)

(2)

Equation 3 shows the sentence TF/IDF feature. S is
the current sentence, wi is the ith word of the sentence S,
and n is the sentence length (according to the number of
words).

(4)
refers to the similarity between the sentence S
and the document title T,
refers to the title length.
3.2.3

Sentence position feature

Generally, the first sentences of a document (in some
languages like Persian, the last sentence contains
important information either [20]) are more informative
than the other sentences. In the proposed summarizer, if
the sentence is the first (or the last one for Persian), its
corresponding value of position feature is one, and for the
other sentences, the position feature is assumed zero.
3.2.4

Part of speech tag feature

Part of speech tagging is the process of notation a
word in a text as corresponding to a specific part of speech
like noun, verb, and adjective based on its description and
its sense. Noun and adjective are two kinds of part of
speech which can imply the most informative parts of
sentences [21,22]. In this paper, the score of sentence POS
is obtained by adding up the number of nouns and
adjectives in the sentence, divided by the sentence length.
Equation 5 shows how to calculate the POS score for a
sentence S.

(

)

(5)
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Sentence Stop words feature

(

Usually, the sentences that contain so many stop
words have less important words; thus, these kinds of
sentences do not imply significant information. The
fraction of the sentence stop words can be considered as a
metric for ranking sentences. Equation 6 shows the
sentence stop words feature computation method.

)

(

)

(

)

| |
(| |)

(8)

(9)

(6)

3-3
The numbers of non-stop words in the sentence i
shows by
and
refers to sentence length [20].
3.2.6

Sentence pronouns feature

In general, when a sentence starts with a pronoun, the
sentence contains some explanation about previous
sentences, and it is associated with other sentences,
including these sorts of sentences in summary without
their related sentences may reduce the readability of the
text, because it needs another sentence to complete the
meaning that it is going to convey. Therefore, these types
of sentences are not suitable for including in summary
without their related sentence. The ratio of position of
pronoun, the number of pronouns, and sentence length are
represented as the value of the sentence pronoun feature.
In fact, whatever the number of pronouns is more, the
positive impact on sentence importance is less. Equation 7
shows how to calculate a sentence pronoun feature.

(7)

is the number of the pronoun in a sentence i. if
at least one of the first three words of the sentence i is a
pronoun then
is equal to 1 otherwise 0. Also
refers to sentence length [20].
3.2.7

Sentence length feature

Normally, very long or very short sentences are not
suitable for including in summary text. The impact of
sentence length on its importance is computed, as shown
in equation 8. The ratio of ith sentence length to the longest
sentence in the document is shown as
. Sentence length
feature is obtained based on
[20].

Scoring sentence by deep learning

After preprocessing and feature extracting phases,
sentences should be ranked. In our proposed method, deep
learning techniques and an autoencoder network are used
for sentence ranking. The proposed autoencoder has nine
layers, including the input layer. Autoencoders have an
output layer equal to their input layer, and their goal is a
reconstruction of input data at the output layer. So an
autoencoder network is an unsupervised learning method
that applies the back-propagation algorithm to achieve its
goal.
An autoencoder always consists of two parts: encoder
and decoder. In the encoding part, the network tries to
construct new feature from input data, in decoding part the
network tries to reconstruct input data from the new
feature which are obtained at the end of encoding part.
Deciding the number of layers and hidden nodes of
the network is an experiential task, and the best case will
be determined after repetitious experiments. Different
kinds of network topologies are investigated and the
performances of the networks in recreating the input layer
into the output layer are evaluated by measuring their
errors. In this study, all of the networks have one
characteristic in common, which is the number of neurons
in the layer where the encoding phase is finished; this
layer only has one neuron. This single-neuron layer plays
an essential role in the network because it contains the
score of the sentence based on its importance, which is
assigned by the deep network. After all, the network with
the lowest amount of error is chosen. So the network
design is started by one layer as input, one hidden layer
with one neuron, and one output layer as same as its input
layer. Then the performance of the network is evaluated by
means of calculating the error of recreating input in the
output layer. Repeatedly more hidden layers are added to
the networks, and in each step, the error is calculated and
eventually, the network with minimum error is selected as
a proposed network. The proposed network has an input
layer contains neurons that are fed by a feature vector for
each sentence (4 element feature vector in the best case
that will discuss later in detail). The second, third, and
fourth layer has 15, 10, and 5 neurons, respectively. At the
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fifth layer, where the encoding phase is finished, the
network has one neuron that contains the sentence score,
which is assigned by the network. In fact, the network can
rank a sentence and shows the importance of the sentence
by the value of a single-neuron of layer five. Then the
reconstruction or decoding phase is started. The network in
sixth, seventh, and eighth layers has 5, 10, 15 neurons,
respectively. Layer nine or output layer is the same as the
input layer. Figure 1 shows the proposed neural network
topology.
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input features. Input features can be reconstructed by the
value of this node. In fact, the value of this node is the
score of the input sentence based on its feature vector. The
ability of the network in scoring sentences based on
feature vector and without interfering with the other
methods or human is outstanding. One novelty of
DeepSumm is the existence of a single neuron in layer five
that contains a sentence score according to its importance
in the document. The human assumption about the weight
of each feature for assigning a score to a sentence is not
considered; in fact, the network decides how important
each feature is.
After training the network and adjusting its
parameters, the trained network is used for scoring
sentences. Sentences are sorted according to their scores.
The sentences with the highest scores are selected for
generating a summary, considering the compression rate.
Figure 2 illustrates the steps that the proposed method
follows to generate a summary. Figure 3 is a pseudocode
of the procedure of generating a summary which is used
by DeepSumm.

Fig. 2. Diagram of the proposed method for generating summary.

Fig. 1. Our proposed deep neural network structure.

In the training phase, the network uses a sigmoid
function to predict the values of hidden neurons. The
average of square error of the network error is measured,
and by back-propagation error with gradient descent, the
learning process is continued repeatedly till the error is
minimized. After the training process, the ideal network
weights are obtained; now, the trained network is ready to
use for ranking the sentences.
At the end of the encoding phase, the network has one
node, this node is a modified and compressed form of the
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Fig. 3. Pseudocode of generating a summary.

news documents. Also, this corpus consists of gold
summaries in forms of single-document, multi-document,
extractive, and abstractive that is generated by a human.
Pasokh has 50 topics in the multi-document section and
each topic incorporating 20 documents. In total, Pasokh
has 1,000 documents in the multi-document section, which
800 documents are used for training the proposed network
and 200 documents for testing.
For evaluating DeepSumm, feature vectors are
extracted for 2,493 sentences of test data, and the network
scored each sentence according to their feature vector. In
the end, one summary is generated for each topic. We used
an evaluation method that considerate the exact similarity
of sentences between human-generated summary and the
summary of DeepSumm. It means the number of sentences
in the system summery that have exact resemble sentences
in the human-generated summary is considered for
evaluation. The evaluation metrics (precision, recall, and fscore [25]) are calculated based on the exact similarity.
To figure out the impact of different features, DeepSumm
is investigated with different kinds of features. Five
different cases are assumed by combining seven features
that we discussed earlier, and the network is trained and
tested using them. Table 1 shows a combination of these
features to form five cases of the feature vector for training
the deep neural network.

4 Evaluation of the DeepSumm
In this section, DeepSumm is evaluated under
multiple scenarios. As it was mentioned before,
DeepSumm is a multi-lingual extractive summarizer, and
it is tested in Persian and English. Persian can be regarded
as a low resource language; therefore, the main focus of
developing and testing this system is performed on Persian
documents. The processing of the Persian texts is so
complex and more difficult than English. Persian is among
the languages with complicated preprocessing, because of
different forms of writing, free word orderness, the
symmetrical omission of words, and ambiguities on word
segmentation [23]. Therefore, our experiments in Persian
comes in various ways. Also, the DeepSumm summarizer
is tested for English documents, and results sound
promising.
In the following parts of section 4, the results of
experiments in Persian and English are investigated
thoroughly. Also, the Pasokh dataset for the Persian
summarization task is introduced.

4-1

Experiments in Persian

The proposed summarization system used the Pasokh
corpus for training and testing Persian summarizer [24].
The Pasokh is a standard corpus for evaluation and testing
performance of Persian text summarization systems.
Pasokh is a dataset including a variety of topics for Persian

Table 1 Five different cases according to the type and number of
features.
Numbers
3
4
5
6
7
Features
Title similarity

*

*

*

*

*

Sentence position

*

*

*

*

*

TF/IDF

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

POS
Stop words
Sentence pronoun
Sentence length

*

At first, we considered a set of three features which is
contained tittle similarity, sentence position, and TF/IDF.
The network was trained by this set of features as its input
to score sentences. The performance of DeepSumm is
evaluated on test data by considering the exact similarity
of human-generated summary and DeepSumm output.
Based on the exact similarity of sentences, the evaluation
metrics (precision, recall, and F-Score) are measured.
Afterwards, by adding POS tagging to the set of features,
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the four feature case is created. Respectively five, six, and
seven feature cases are created by adding stop words,
sentence pronoun, and sentence length feature to the
former sets of the features. For all of these cases, the
evaluation phase is executed, and precision, recall, and FScore are measured. Figure 4 shows the results of the
comparison of these five cases based on precision, recall,
and f-score in sentence similarity evaluation. As it is
shown in figure 4, by comparing recall, precision, and fscore metrics which are obtained in evaluation phase in a
different set of the features cases, the best result was
achieved using four features, i.e., TF/IDF, title similarity,
sentence position, and POS.
One of the reasons for this result could be the data
sparseness issue. In fact, increasing or decreasing the
number of features may not be expressive enough to
generalize on test data. The other reason could be that the
network configuration was not adaptable to modifying the
number of input neurons. Considering the fact of data
sparseness and network configuration and based on the
results of the evaluations, according to the value of all
three metrics (recall, precision, and f-score), DeepSumm
outperforms the other cases when it applies four features
cases. As a result, this set of features is chosen for the
proposed system. All further evaluation results are based
on these four features.
0.5
0.45
0.4

3input features

0.35
0.3

4 input features

0.25
5 input features

0.2
0.15

6input features

0.1
0.05

7 input features

0
Recall Precision F Score

Fig.4. The result of the evaluation DeepSumm with different kinds of
features.

According to our studies, there is not any accessible
Persian multi-document summarization system for
comparing the result of the proposed summarizer. One of
the prerequisites for comparing two different summarizer
systems is the unity of test data. Because of the
inaccessibility of other Persian multi-document
summarization systems, which could be evaluated by
Pasokh, our evaluation in Persian is limited to comparing
the result of the proposed system with the humangenerated summary that contained in the Pasokh corpus.

Table 2 shows the precise numerical result of sentence
similarity evaluation on the test data when four features
case is used.
Table 2． Sentence similarity evaluation result for Persian document
from Pasokh corpus.

System

Recall

Precision

F-Score

DeepSumm

0.4667

0.3889

0.4243

Whereas DeepSumm is a multi-document summarizer,
thus it is possible to have some sentences in output which
are semantically similar to some sentences of the humangenerated summary, but they did not use the same words.
These sorts of sentences have not participated in sentence
evaluation. According to table 2, it is comprehended that
in sentence evaluation, the output of DeepSumm has about
50 percent similarity to Pasokh human-generated
summaries.
Also, the system is evaluated by average recall scores
of the Rouge toolkit. The performance of the system, in
comparison with human-generated summaries, was
evaluated by ROUGE [26]. ROUGE stands for RecallOriented Understudy for Gisting Evaluation. It contains a
set of metrics for evaluating the automatic text
summarization systems as well as machine translations. Its
evaluation is based on comparing an automatically
produced summary or translation against a set of reference
summaries. ROUGE–N measures unigram, bigram,
trigram, and higher-order n-gram overlap in system and
reference summaries. DeepSumm is Evaluated based on
ROUGE-1 (the overlap of unigrams between the system
summary and reference summary) and ROUGE-2 (the
overlap of bigrams between the system and reference
summaries). The results are shown in Table 3.
According to table 2 and table 3 Considering the
difficulty of the summarization task, especially in Persian
documents because of the complexity of the Persian, the
results of the evaluation are promising. It should be noted
that, to the best of our knowledge, there is no study on
Persian multi-document summarization task on Pasokh
dataset. As a result, there do not exist any method which
can be appropriately compared with our work.
Table 3．The result of System evaluation for Persian by Rouge-1 and
Rouge-2.

System
DeepSumm

ROUGE-1

ROUGE-2

0.6850

0.5127
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Experiments in English

In English Documents, the performance of DeepSumm
was evaluated on the DUC 2005 dataset, which is the
standard dataset on English summarization task. Based on
Rouge scores, the performance of DeepSumm is compared
with some of the most significant multi-document
summarizer systems such as QODE [13], ManifoldRanking [27], Ranking SVM [28], Regression Model [29],
NIST baseline [30], MA-MultiSumm [31], MR&MR [32],
and SRSum [33]. The results of the performance
compression are demonstrated in table 4.
Table 4．Comparison to other algorithms on DUC 2005.

System

ROUGE-1

ROUGE-2

MA-MultiSumm

0.4001

0.0868

SRSum

0.3983

0.0857

MR&MR

0.3932

0.0834

Manifold-ranking

0.3839

0.0676

Proposed method
(DeepSumm)

0.3809

0.1053

Regression Model

0.3770

0.0761

QODE

0.3751

0.0775

Ranking SVM

0.3702

0.0711

based on the SVM classifier. The Regression Model uses
support vector regression (SVR) and some pre-defined
features. It measures the importance of a sentence within a
set of documents. By using different training data set, it is
shown that the quality of the training data set has a
significant roll in the learning process of the regression
models. MA-MultiSumm is derived from CHC (Crossgenerational
elitist
selection,
Heterogeneous
recombination, Cataclysmic mutation) algorithm and local
search. MR&MR is an unsupervised text summarization,
which can be applied to both single-document and multidocument summarization. This approach regards text
summarization as a Boolean programming problem. For
generating a summary, the optimization of text relevancy,
redundancy, and the length of the summary are taken into
account. SRSum is a deep neural network model that uses
a multilayer perceptron for scoring the sentences. It works
based on different kinds of sentence relations such as
contextual sentence relation, title sentence relations, and
query sentence relation.
The results show that the proposed system
outperforms other algorithms on ROUGE-2. That means
the summaries generated by DeepSumm have more
bigrams overlap with reference summaries than the other
systems mentioned in table 4. Based on Rouge-1, MAMultiSumm has the best score and DeepSumm dedicates
the fifth-best result to itself. As mentioned earlier QODE
and SRSum use deep learning methods for generating a
summary. according to Rouge-1 values, DeepSumm
outperforms QODE but SRSum has 0.0174 improvements
than our proposed system. In general, from the result of
Rouge-2 in table 4, it can be concluded that DeepSumm
achieves the best performance amongst the other
representative algorithm.

5 Conclusion
NIST Baseline



0.0403

QODE is a query oriented multi-document
summarizer that works by deep learning methods. It aims
to extract significant concepts of documents layer by layer.
Its proposed deep architecture can be divided into three
distinct stages, concept extraction, reconstruction
validation, and summary generation. Manifold-Ranking
uses graph-based algorithms to rank sentences. The
sentence relationships are divided into two categories,
within the document, and cross-document relationships.
Each Type of sentence relationship is considered as a
separate graph with specific characteristics. In the learning
phase, an extension of the basic manifold-ranking
algorithm is used. Ranking SVM is a method based on
Support Vector Machine (SVM) classification method. It
uses a supervised learning method for ranking sentences

6
In this paper, Deep Learning has been used to
design and implement a multi-lingual multi-document
extractive summarization system. DeepSumm is composed
of two Phases, in the first phase, after preprocessing the
texts, the deep network learns to rank sentences based on
preset criteria and features and shows the importance of
the sentence in the given document. In the second phase,
according to the scores of sentences and compression rates,
the system chooses the best sentences to form a summary.
In the end, the result of DeepSumm has been evaluated
under multiple scenarios. As our knowledge, DeepSumm
is a first summarizer system based on deep learning for
Persian, the result of experiment and compressions by
Pasokh human-generated summary are magnificent. Also,
DeepSumm is evaluated by DUC 2005, and the result is
compared to some representative systems. Evaluations
show that, even in English, the performance of the system
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is very encouraging, and the system experiment results are
successful. Based on the result of the Rouge-2, it is
concluded that DeepSumm achieves state-of-the-art
performance.
The main limitation of our study in Persian text
summarization is the lack of any other accessible multidocument summarization system to evaluate the results.
Therefore, our evaluation in the Persian document is
bounded by compression of the result of DeepSumm to the
human-generated summary. It is clear that having another
summarization system for the assessment would give us a
better view of the performance of the proposed system. In
future work, we intend to design another deep network that
used some other deep learning algorithms to see the results
in comparison to DeepSumm.
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